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Wireless communications has been shaping our daily lives in a profound way. With the covid 19, this has been further accelerated. Substantial shift in the usage pattern arising from remote work, online education, video and audio communications, social networking and entertainment. With increased focus the society's transition to touchless society, wireless technologies are assisting to reshape the way we live and many anticipate this becoming a persistent trend over the next few decades. 
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We have witnessed already the arrival of 5G, WiFi6. and other technologies, fueling the growth of increasing deployment of internet of things around our built, mobile, and natual environments. With capabilities in wireless charging and new interests in space applications, these evolving technologies bring unprecedented capabilities. These offer bandwidth capability offering multiple gigabits per second speeds, they can support closed loop interaction over the network with reduced latency of the wireless networks, Technology options offer a range of reach possibilities. They are designed with increased capacity, energy efficiency, flexibility, resilience, security, and scalability in mind. These technologies offer further promise to achieve even greater capabilities through rapidly evolving roadmaps to achieve them over the next decades.
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Combining with
adjacent 
technologies 
creates new 
possibilities
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Wireless is no longer just a connectivity option. When combined with amazing and rapid developments in adjacent technologies, they create exciting new possibilities. Edge computing creates a new set of options of what is the device's computing power and how that can be coupled with computing power of the network with computing distributed throughout the network and even very close to the network. AI, sensors, ability to achieve closed cloop control and automation over network, increasingly different modalities for humans and machines to interact and our ability to optimise such integration of different capabilities for increased efficiency of service deliveries. We are entering a period of enormous opportunities. Wireless technology adoptions and integration is going to be increasingly important to every sector, every organisation and infact everyone of us.



Across many sectors, 
innovation can be 
accelerated to introduce new 
ideas, products, processes, 
and services

Presenter
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These trends highlight by focusing on wireless innovation in the broadest sense can provide us a platform to accelerate the innovation to introduce new ideas, products, processes, and services across these key sectors.
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Alignment of 
Capabilities and 
Interests

Industry

Universities 

Governments 

– Business insights
– Identified opportunities
– Market connections
– Innovative ideas
– Willing to collaborate

– Academics with research track 
record and transferable skills and 
knowhow

– Bright students and research 
scholars keen to develop 
innovation mindset and skills

– Interdisciplinary and disciplinary 
knowledge domains

– Commitment to collaborate

– Commitment to accelerate jobs 
and economic growth

– Demonstrate benefits of 
technology adoption in priority 
sectors

– Connect industry to innovation 
sector
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In this journey, key stakeholders of our innovation system needs to work together, leverage each others interests and capabilities to shorten to innovation time horizons and achieve delivery of innovative solutions. Covid19 has accelerated the timescales for such transitions and it is a critical time. Industry with its insights, opportunities, and connections can fast track innovative ideas through collaboration and partnerships. Universities have research leaders who have been working on these evolutions of technologies with in-depth knowhow and transferable skillsets and they are training the next generation workforce and feel the urgency to equip them with innovation mindset and skills and approaches to tackle industry problems. As comprehensive universities, they have interdisciplinary and disciplinary domains of knowledge and are eager to collaborate with industry. Governments are working to accelerate jobs and economic growth and are looking for technology adoption in priority areas to fast track this and trying to improve the linkages within the innovation sector. Wireless innovation lab is keen to build an innovation accelerator to meet the needs of industry and society.



WILAB’s focus

Nurture a strong culture of collaboration and foster a strong university-
industry nexus

Train design engineers and researchers with an innovation mindset and 
skills for high-tech jobs

Establish and strengthen enduring sovereign research capabilities in key 
technology domains

Co-create innovative solutions in partnership with industry and end-users
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The primary focus of WILAB is to develop innovative solutions using wireless communications through partnerships with the industry and end-users of the respective application and business domains. In order to provide innovative solutions to the chosen domains WILAB will establish and further strengthen sovereign research capabilities. As part of creating sovereign research capabilities in the field, WILAB will focus on training and upskilling design engineers and researchers with an innovative mindset end especially make graduate engineers be-ready to practice and adopt innovative solutions in the field.   



WILAB’s Innovation Acceleration
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WiLABs approach to having a successful and an outcome focused working model is presented here. Initially the opportunities from the industry partner and the end-user are identified which are then mapped and matched to harness the skills and the research know-how of the lead academics and researchers to address the technical challenges associated with the opportunities. The leads would then configure a team of research scholars, designers, engineers, computer scientists along with student interns to deliver the outcomes. This approach will by default incorporate an interdisciplinary collaborative work.  



WILAB’s Positioning on the Innovation Valley

Discovery Basic Research Applied Research Product 
Development

Manufacture/ 
Production

WILAB Focus

• Australian adoption and use 
cases

• Sovereign capabilities
• Unique challenges to Australia 

and opportunities

Focus of Research at 
Universities

Focus of 
Large Corporates,       

SMEs, and      
Start-ups     
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Let us understand how WLAB positions itself between the Universities and the Industry. Looking at the technology development timeline shown above… from the discovery of the technology to the basic and applied research stages and all the way to the production stage where it meets the end users or the public, one can clearly discern WILABS position in what we call as the Innovation Valley. Mostly, the left side of the timeline where the fundamental research are developed are transported and adopted from one place to another for example USA to the rest of the world Europe to the rest of the world and Australia to the rest of the world, however the application of the research dubbed as applied research needs to be catered specifically to the industry, to the environment  and most uniquely to the region and country …this is where WILAB would see and create plentiful of opportunities to work with the industry. An example would be that.. Australia is a strong adopter of systems engineering solutions highly catered to the domestic demands and in such situations WILAB can create opportunities to deliver innovation through applied research in the chosen technology. Another example would be that.. wireless signal propagation in Australia wouldn’t necessarily be the same as in Europe or USA or in any other parts of the world because of Australia’s unique landscape and population density compared to the rest of the world.   



WILAB’s Research Programs

Testbeds, Demonstrators, and Lighthouse Projects

Cognitive Computing (Data Analytics and AI)

Cognitive Wireless 
Communications

High-Frequency 
Systems and 

Antenna 
Technologies

Secure and 
Resilient Wireless 

Networking
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WILAB is structured with 3 core research areas identified as pillars, and two key technology enablers identified as horizontal platforms as depicted in the figure above. The research pillars are broadly identified and are not in anyway confined to itself , The three research areas are cognitive wireless communications, high freq systems, and security and resilience in wireless networks. As mentioned the three areas would broadly cover all aspects of wireless communications. The key enablers on the other hand are, first , “Artificial Intelligence with machine learning and data anlytics that would allow us to automate solutions and learn to adopt to the environment as needed, and second , development of testbeds , technology demonstrators and forming lighthouse projects that would enable us to showcase the proof of concept.   
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Lighthouse 
projects across 
key sectors as 
exemplar 
activities

Demonstration of sector wide benefits

Healthcare Defence Transport

Agriculture Mining Manufacturing
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WilAB is committed to develop lighthouse projects in the key sectors. Such lighthouse projects will be supporting commercial use cases of wireless technologies in priority sectors such as Defence, manufacturing transport, mining and agriculture, such lighthouse projects will also be showcasing the values of wireless technologies to support business plans. Furthermore, the lighthouse projects will create exemplars for others to follow and build a multi-stakeholder ecosystem to overcome potential barriers to adopting the innovative solutions and the wireless technology.



Wireless Innovation 
Laboratory seeks to 
partner with Industry in 
this journey 
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Wireless innovation laboratory invites all industry organisations to join us in this journey. We have been working with a range of industry partners and we have developed this approach by looking at the engagement with small start-ups to multinational companies.



Engagement Models

Innovation 
Fellows
• Cross-

disciplinary 
teams of 
students as 
interns or 
fellows

• Embedded 
within partner 
organisations

Innovation 
Accelerator 
Projects
• 6-12 months
• Shared 

Resources 
towards 
accelerated 
development 
of solutions

Challenge 
Projects
• 1-2 years, 

single partner
• Dedicated 

Resources
• Projects 

tackling 
challenging 
problems 
defined by 
Partner

Research 
Scholars
• 3-4 years, single 

partner
• Up to 1:2 

leveraging of 
direct investment 
via industry grant 
schemes 
(Industrial 
Transformation 
Research 
Program, CRC-Ps, 
Linkage Projects) 

Lighthouse 
Projects
• Duration 1-2 

years, multiple 
stakeholders

• High-profile 
exemplar 
projects 
validating 
solutions with 
sector-wide 
application

• Cross-disciplinary 
teams
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Our engagement models are customisable depending on the innovation challenge they deal with and the internal innovation capacity. We can use our university's talent pool from students, research scholars, wireless innovation lab's enabler team to structure a team to focus an activity over a short period of time or we can leverage our research scholars to tackle fundamental and applied research questions over a long period and leverage public funds to achieve this. You have heard the light house projects for example which seeks to work with a range of partners – from solution provider to end-user groups to fast track high value creation and create exemplar activities demonstrating benefits of such use cases to broader sector. If you have a challenge, we would love to work with you to identify the best way to work with you.  
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WILAB 
Activation Via
Victorian Higher 
Education State 
Investment 
Fund

Seeking Industry $5M Cash

Universities $5M In-Kind Investment 

Leverage Victorian Government $10M 

Enduring WILAB
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We believe that we have an immediate opportunity to rapidly scale up our internal capacity and collaboration activities through the VHESIF scheme. Both Universities can bring intellectual efforts and capabilities amounting to an equivalent $5M over the next two years and a seeking interested industry partners to contribute %5M over the next two years towards innovation partnerships with the Wireless Innovation Lab. With this we will seek to leverage $10M to rapidly scale up our people resources to service such innovation projects. We are confident with further engagement with leveraged funding avenues, we can position WILAB as an enduring innovation platform for a long future.



WILAB will become 
a successful 
innovation 
acceleration 
platform
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Wireless innovation lab will be focused on skilling up our graduates with innovation mindset and skill sets, being able to directly feed the future industry needs. Through a commitment to endeavours that meet the needs of the industry and the society, we will achieve partnerships and produce excellent use case of technology adoption. We will also produce pathways for professionals to skill up in emerging technological areas and we will build a strong culture of industry university collaboration.
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Australian 5G 
Innovation 
Initiative

Industry Led 
Demonstrators

WILAB is keen to partner with 
industry in their bids under 
this scheme!
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With our capabilities we have, Wireless innovation lab is very happy to join industry led initiatives under this new initiative of the Australian Government. There is a great opportunity within the Australian Government's 5G innovation initiative's next two rounds and many of our interdisciplinary researchers have excellent use cases that can be demonstrated across key sectors.



WILAB’s Aspirations

Premier wireless technology innovation centre for Australia

Enabler of adoption of wireless technologies that shapes our lives in the future

Focus on Australia’s unique landscape, needs, and opportunities

Cocreate solutions on our shared journey to 2030 and beyond

Collaborative endeavours that are shaped by the needs of industry and society
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As you can see, we are setting ourselves ambitious goals. We want to become a premier wireless technology innovation centre in Australia, enabling adoption of wireless technologies that will shape our lives in the future. We plan to achieve this by focusing on the Australia's and Australian industry's uniqueness with respect to landscape, needs, and opportunities. As an orgnisation committed to be a cocreation partner, we will be seeking to shift the culture by focusing on the needs of industry and society.
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We will be in touch with further 
details.

You can also reach us via:
nirmalat@unimelb.edu.au
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Thank you for joining us in launching the new initiative and we would love to hear from you on opportunities to collaborate. You can reach us via my email below or via the Website. QR code will take you to the website. Let me also thank a number of industry leaders whom we had been talking to last year for their valuable advice and encouragement.  
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